FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Recess Presents
Katherine Hubbard & Savannah Knoop:
Small Town Sex Shop
In Session: July 2 – August 29, 2015
Store open: August 22 – 29
Opening party: August 22, 12-6pm
On July 2, Katherine Hubbard and Savannah Knoop
will begin work on Small Town Sex Shop, as part of
Recess’s signature program, Session. Session
invites artists to use Recess’s public space as studio,
exhibition venue, and grounds for experimentation.
Over the course of their Session, Hubbard and
Knoop will explore connotations of production
through a synthesis of clothing-making, sculpture
and installation. Perverting streamlined techniques of
traditional garment-making determined by
functionality and profit, the artists will scramble
logics of efficiency in favor of excess and pleasure.
The accumulation of goods made in the space will
begin to articulate a storefront; divisions will emerge
from various materials in tension with themselves.
With a carnivorous routine application of labor the
structures that build the space initially will become
the very forms that adorn the body.
The artists will work towards a collection of first
samples, the phase within the design process when
a garment transitions from it’s bastard self into a
reproducible form. This work will use various
techniques and explorations to produce sculptural
forms made in relation to the body. These will be on
view alongside a growing collection of modular
straps made in multiple.
The strap pieces are intended to be worn in
combination with street clothes and other
experimental forms made throughout the Session.
Visitors to the space will be encouraged to try on
straps. However, wearability is not the primary
concern of the work. The strap becomes a
proposition: the mediator of boundaries and comfort
as it binds the viewer’s body to the work.
Small Town Sex Shop considers notions of context—
upon walking through the door of the “sex shop” in a
“small town”, individuals can jettison their public
identities in favor of a sexual sociality, obliging the
roving body as it engages with it’s own shapes and
desires.
The Session will culminate in the opening of a

recess

“store” in which visitors can try on and wear the
straps and samples. Small Town Sex Shop makes
room for inventive moments and awkward intimacy in
the face of New York’s reliance on privatization.
About the Artists:
Katherine Hubbard is an interdisciplinary artist who lives
and works in Brooklyn, New York. Her practice recognizes
the critical intersection of photography, performance and
writing as a mark of ontological refusal through which we
may re-look at how we structure meaning. Her most recent
solo exhibition Four shoulders and thirty five percent
everything else, was presented at Capricious 88, NY.
Forthcoming in 2015 she will present a new performance
work as part of Writing Bodies at the Elizabeth Foundation
For The Arts in NY. Hubbard has an MFA from the Milton
Avery Graduate School of the Arts at Bard College and is
currently part-time faculty at Parsons The New School for
Design.
Savannah Knoop creates and employs strategies of
permission through object-making, performance, and
writing. In 2001 she founded the clothing line Tinc, which
ran until 2009, with creative partner Parachati Pattajotti. In
2007, she published a memoir titled Girl Boy Girl: How I
Became JT LeRoy (Seven Stories Press). Savannah is part
of the triumvirate of the monthly audio/visual party
Woahmone. She is an MFA candidate at VCU Sculpture
(class of 2016).
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